TOPSIDE DUAL USER MANUAL

TOPSIDE DUAL

THE TOPSIDE DUAL IS THE NEWEST VERSION OF THE INNOVATIVE TOPSIDE SQUONK MOD THAT IS CREATED BY DOVPO FROM THE VAPOR CHRONICLES YOUTUBE CHANNEL. THIS GAME CHANGING SQUONK MOD HAS ALL THE INNOVATION FROM THE ORIGINAL SQUONK TOPSIDE BUT NOW OFFERS MORE POWER AND EXTENDED BATTERY LIFE. THIS HARD HITTING DEVICE OFFERS 200W OF REGULATED POWER AND USES DUAL 18650 BATTERIES. THE TOPSIDE DUAL OFFERS A LARGE 10ML SQUONK BOTTLE ELUDED CAPACITY (BACKWARD COMPATIBLE WITH ORIGINAL TOPSIDE BOTTLE AND SLED), SIMPLE TOP FILLING AND AN EASY TO USE INTERFACE WHICH MAKES THIS THE PERFECT ADDITION TO THOSE WHO WANT MORE POWER AND EXTENDED BATTERY LIFE. POWERFUL AND SIMPLE SQUONKING HAS ARRIVED WITH THE TOPSIDE DUAL.

SAFETY FEATURES & WARNINGS

1. BATTERY REVERSAL PROTECTION
2. SHORT-CIRCUIT PROTECTION: IF THERE IS A SHORT CIRCUIT, WHEN YOU PRESS THE FIRE BUTTON, THE SCREEN WILL DISPLAY "SHORUTude":
3. IF THE RESISTANCE OF THE ATOMIZER IS LOWER THAN 0.08 Ω, WHEN YOU PRESS THE FIRE BUTTON, THE SCREEN WILL DISPLAY "L0W BATTERY":
4. OPEN-CIRCUIT WARNING: IF THERE IS NO ATOMIZER OR ATOMIZER HAS AN OPEN CIRCUIT, WHEN YOU PRESS THE FIRE BUTTON, THE SCREEN WILL DISPLAY "SNOX DAY":
5. OVER-VOLTAGE PROTECTION: THE DEVICE WILL CUT POWER AFTER 10 SECONDS OF CONTINUOUS Firing, SCREEN WILL DISPLAY "OVER 10S":
6. OVER-TEMPERATURE PROTECTION: IF THE BOARD TEMPERATURE GOES OVER 75°C/167°F, THE DEVICE WILL CUT POWER, WHEN YOU PRESS FIRE BUTTON, THE SCREEN WILL DISPLAY "TO0 HUT":
7. LOW-VOLTAGE PROTECTION: IF BATTERY LEVEL IS LOWER THAN 6.4V OR EITHER ONE OF THE BATTERIES HAS A LOWER THAN 3.0V VOLTAGE, WHEN YOU PRESS THE FIRE BUTTON, THE SCREEN WILL DISPLAY "LOW BATTERY":

WARNING

If you need to insert the bottle back into the device, please keep the device at 90° while, otherwise eliquid may get into the interface or battery compartment.

FIRMWARE UPDATE

CHECK YOUR FIRMWARE VERSION BY HOLDING "+" AND "-" BUTTONS FOR 25 SECONDS. GO TO THE FOLLOWING LINK TO CHECK IF THERE'S AN UPDATE AVAILABLE FOR YOUR TOPSIDE FIRMWARE.

WARNING

1. PLEASE USE ALL ACCESSORIES AS INTENDED TO AVOID DAMAGE TO YOUR DEVICE.
2. WHEN NOT USING YOUR DEVICE FOR A LONG PERIOD OF TIME, PLEASE TAKE OUT THE BATTERIES FROM THE DEVICE.
3. SHOULD DAMAGE OCCUR, PLEASE DO NOT ATTEMPT TO REPAIR BY YOURSELF, USE ANY AVAILABLE WARRANTY, IN THE FIRST INSTANCE CONTACT THE RESSELLER YOU PURCHASED THE UNIT FROM.
4. PLEASE KEEP THIS PRODUCT AND ACCESSORIES AWAY FROM CHILDREN AND ANIMALS.
5. TO CLEAN THE DEVICE, USE ONLY A SLIGHT SOAP TOWEL, AND DO NOT ALLOW MOISTURE TO GET INSIDE OF THE DEVICE.
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